A Bill and Susan Knapp
asked Don Beamus, Ted
Lare Design-Build and
Clear Water Pools to
design “something
different” for their pool.
The result: A pond and
waterfall that empty
into the pool.
a A variety of hardscape
– limestone, granite,
mixed colors of stone
– is softened around the
edges by colorful and
textured landscaping.
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Pools that love the

Landscape
A ‘wading pool’ with a twist
by CRAIG SUMMERS BLACK • photos by JAMES D. FIDLER

W

Another unique aspect of their pool is
hen you have teenagers, a
the depth – 4½ feet deep throughout.
backyard pool can act as a kind
“It’s a walking pool,” she says, “a
of insurance policy.
floating pool, actually.
“You always know where your kids
“You can exercise in it, play sports.
are,” says Susan Knapp. “They want
You can swim with that depth, and when
to be at the pool. The kids bring their
you want to stop, you just stand up.”
friends there. They love the pool.”
And, it might be mentioned, some of
As do Susan and husband, Bill, a
their taller guests can also walk around
well-known Des Moines developer.
“We have a lot of family parties at the with drinks in their hands.
The Knapps
pool,” Susan
are leaving the
says. “And gradpool behind,
uation parties.
however,
And we did an
moving to an
Allianz party. It’s
acreage near
something to do
Van Meter. But
on a hot sumthey are going
mer day. We
to design a pool
play golf: After
there, too. “A
we come home,
little bit larger,”
we always get in
Susan says.
the pool.”
“And we are
When the
going to have
Knapps were
A
Stepping
stones
at
the
bottom
of
the
subtle
rock
reservoir
Ted Lare put in
considering
make for a “walking on water” effect.
this one, too.”
having a pool
The new
put in at their
pool is to have a negative edge – that
2-year-old Glen Oaks home, they knew
nifty sleight-of-hand where the water
they wanted something different – with
seems to disappear into infinity.
a water feature, perhaps.
“So we’ll have that waterfall thing
“I think when it was finished, it was
going as well with the new one.” N
the only pool in Des Moines with a
waterfall,” she says.
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Of ﬂowers

A

and falls

Pam and husband, Mike, thought their
fter a hot, humid afternoon workbackyard incline was a curse until they
ing in her garden, Pam Bissing
had the pool and its attendant water
doffs her dirty, sweaty garden clothes
feature installed.
and jumps in the pool. No, she is not
“We still have a pretty good
shocking the neighbors.
slope going,” she says, “but it
She wears her swimsuit
turned out to work in our favor.”
under her grubbies.
You can’t have a waterfall
And they say gardening
– and the Bissings have three
has no quick rewards.
– unless you have somewhere
“The pool is so relaxfor the water to fall from.
ing,” says Pam. “We like to
lay out, and our kids bring
The Bissings knew they
wanted a natural-landscape
friends over. As a matter of
A The pool steps emulate
pool
and a water feature. And
fact, we’re having two pool
the terracing of the
hillside above them.
parties this weekend.”
Pam told the designer, Jean
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Kruse of Ted Lare Design-Build, “I like a
lot of flowers, and I like a lot of color.”
The result – a 35-foot-long, 8-foot-deep
oasis shaped vaguely like a bicycle seat.
But getting to that point wasn’t easy.
“We have mature trees, and we love
them,” Pam says. “We didn’t want anybody driving heavy equipment over their
roots and killing them.”
CONTINUED aa

A The poolside water feature at Pam and Mike
Bissing’s home in the Park West neighborhood of
Des Moines has three cascades and three koi.
a “I like a lot of flowers, and I like a lot of color,”
says Pam.
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The solution was to enter the yard
from a lot in back where a house was
being built at that very moment.
“We didn’t have a lot of time – or options. So we hopped right on it,” Pam says.
The crew had to build a temporary
road – and even a bridge to cross a creek
– to access the Bissings’ property.
“We have very nice neighbors,” Pam
says. “Thank you, thank you, thank you.” N

A The subtle sound of
falling water is calming,
especially since it masks
traffic noise.
a The Bissings keep their
free-form pool, designed
by Jean Kruse and Elite
Pools, open from April to
late October.

The

Natural

N

ot everybody who has a swimming
pool actually swims in it.
“Sometimes people just use their pools
to cool off,” says landscape architect Ted
Lare. “This pool is more of a landscape
feature than a swimming pool.”
The homeowners wanted as much
pool as possible in their smallish backyard,
and they got it.
“We tried to get as much water use as
we could with a limited amount of space.
Around the pool we built decent walking
paths and nothing much wider than that.”
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Wicker & The Works

Biggest Sale Of
The Season!
During The Month of August
Storewide Sale - 20% Off Everything
å This vest-pocket-park
pool was designed by
Ted Lare and Clear
Water Pools.
a Many cold-weather
pool owners favor the
deep blue instead of
the more traditional
– and perhaps tropical
– aqua.

The darker blue of the pool’s black
marble plaster, as opposed to the usual
aqua, helps the pool blend in with nature.
“That color doesn’t show stains, and
dark-bottomed pools heat up a bit faster.
As small as this pool is – in the 32-by-16foot range – I’d imagine their heater
doesn’t run a lot.” N
Look for more on natural-landscape pools
in the September issue of HOMESTYLE.

40% Off

35% Off

Lloyd
Flanders

Lane Factory
Authorized Sale

300 4th Street • Valley Junction
West Des Moines • 279-3141

The Experts in Wicker for Over 27 Years
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